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GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

Solutions that allow for SA companies and banks expanding across the planet to partner with other companies in need 
of partnerships and funding in the pursuit of mutual business value.

Weaver Capital- as a South Africa and 
African funding and solutions based 
consultancy, assisted many companies in 
expanding into multiple countries- creating 
offshore funding and risk insurance solutions 
across Africa to ensure risk free expansion.


These companies are now rapidly 
expanding across the planet - with the support 
of many SA multi national banks - requiring the 
creation of multiple business opportunities. 


Weaver Capital thus partnered with a UK 
consultancy to explore new opportunities that 
will be mutually beneficial to our clients and 
these global operations.


Our value proposition to European and 
Other English speaking countries is thus:


1. The creation of partnership with truly 
global enterprise that will allow for rapid 
growth of the selected business partners 
offerings across multiple markets.


2. Access to funding available to these 
entities to resolve current business 
requirements.


3. Access to the clients of these global 
organizations in order to rapidly capitalize 
on " in- market" opportunities 


Together with this Weaver Capital also 
provide access to globally positioned SA 
insurers and Merchant banks as well as 
investment companies that will provide new 
access to funding for selected global partners.


Our vision is the establishment of mutually 
beneficial relationships between our clients and 
support this with adequate funding models that 
assure the success of each operations.



 

We provide confidential services to  
customers and thus only disclose information 

on clearly agreed NDNCA agreements. The 
process for engagement is as follows:


Signature of NDNCA


We negotiate an initial NDNCA which will 
allow for sharing of information between the 

engaging companies so as to ensure 
confidentiality and protection of each other's 

mutual interests.


Provision of initial information about 
your requirements 


This will enable  Weaver Capital to 
understand the business problem- and how 

the use of the  companies and services 
outlined in this document will ensure  rapid 

business value to your  organization 


Development of solutions proposal

Using this information- Weaver Capital 

will provide a  detailed proposal outlining the 
solution to be provided. Disclosing the most 

likely global companies and Banks that will be 
used as well as the costs that will be 

applicable for the consulting engagement- 
together with outcome statements.


Agreement on Engagement terms.


Following this a formal SOW is issued 
that outline the terms of the engagement- and 
an agreement is entered into between Weaver 

Capital and your organization.


Development of the solution and 
creation of the funding model 


Following the agreement Weaver Capital 
will arrange for partnership development- with 

the final partner evaluated and selected by 
your organization , based on clear mutually 

agreed parameters  such as availability of 
funding, access to unique development  

opportunities such as services required that 
will reduce expansion costs, access to  

customers within your target market etc.


This above represent our summarized 
process - and we work individually with 

customers to 
ensure 

alignment of 
our solutions 
offerings with 

the 
requirements 

of each 
organization. 


A History of Success

Weaver Capital has been partnering with Global 
organizations and governments for more than a 
decade in delivering unique solutions that allow 
rapid expansion of their business models. Our 
customers include:  


1. A large IT company that trade in more 
than10 African countries as well as the UK- we 
developed their Africa funding model together 
with political risk insurance and export insurance 
structures.


2.  A large systems and solutions company  
trading in 14 countries for which similar work was 
conducted.


3.  An equipment supplier active in 9 African 
countries and currently considering other Global 
opportunities. 


4. This is supported with relationships to many 
global banks and insurers that created 
exceptional value in Africa and Europe and is well 
positioned as solutions partners to the other 
opportunities we identify across the planet.


The Approach



 

Our approach is based around a clear understanding of your 
business requirements - and in matching this to the objectives of our 
expanding global customers and supporting funding partners.


Together with the solutions we develop we analyze the current 
business strategy and align this with the appropriate partner or partners 
to ensure rapid business expansion, access to development and 
project capital as well as mutual business growth for the new 
partnership model.


Concepts and partner undertakings are clearly negotiated to 
ensure mutual value to all of the entities involved - to enable business 
success in your local as well as all globally selected markets.


Meetings towards conclusion is generally conducted by Weaver 
Capital at global HQ in SA- with your organization meeting with global 
selected partner representative " in- country"

“Solutions based approach"

PARTNERING FOR GROWTH
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structuring 

Weaver Capital will work with your 
organization in structuring appropriate 
partnership arrangements that suit your 
current business model 


An example is a energy company which 
we are currently working with in the UK - 
active in the utilities space and for whom we 
are currently concluding partner structuring 
and project funding.


We work with you in developing a 
solution that does not just meet your 
immediate requirements but provide access 
to multiple local and global opportunities for 
the expansion of your business model - using 
the existing infrastructure of the selected 
partner.


Financial structuring 
and Services 
Weaver Capital has broad relationships with 
various Merchant banks as well as retail and 
other insurance based entities that are 
expanding globally.


Many of these institutions are already 
active in the UK - and some listed on the 
LSE.

Our approach is to partner with these 
organizations to provide  funding for identified 
projects - and to use their financial services 
to:


1. Provide short term bridging  and factoring 
services


2. Combine their lending infrastructure with 
the Global SA companies - with 
guarantees arranged in SA against strong 
operating companies across Africa and 
beyond- thus ensuring fund ability of 
identified projects


3. Deploying their investment strategies into 
appropriate projects.


Consulting Services 

A consulting offering that assist customers in 
using the availability as outlined in this 
document to structure their offering to ensure 
involvement of the entities discussed. The 
consulting include;


1. Assessment of current financial , 
expansion and investment requirements.


2. Construction of funding justifications 
to unique funders for short term and 
bridge requirements


3. Partnership structuring and 
expansion justifications to potential 
partners


4. Prospectus development and joint 
partner development for identified 
organizations


5. Funding arrangement to ensure 
partnership success on identified projects.



Weaver Capital ( Pty ) Ltd 

Contact details

Financial services :


Chris Scholtz

+27793605903


chris@weavercapital.co.za


Marketing and advisory:


Leon Scholtz

leons@weavercapital.co.za
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